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99.9% Antibacterial/
Antifungal efficacy

Dramatically reduces odor
caused by bacterial buildup

Long-lasting action,
unaffected by

repeated usage
or laundering

Non-leaching

MICROBIFIX® COPPER DISH DRYING MATS
Based on the scientifically proven Cupron® 
proprietary technology, provides powerful 
anti-odor and antibacterial features, and 
improves lifestyle experience.

FEATURES

ANTI-MICROBIAL AND SELF-CLEANING
MicrobiFix® – a unique patented, antibacterial, 
self-cleaning technology for both the big and little 
cleans. Copper is an essential mineral in the human 
body that has been used for health and wellness for 
thousands of years. With its two distinct properties – 
broad-spectrum anti-microbial efficacy (proven 
against fungi, bacteria, and viruses) and skin 
enhancement (up-regulating collagen, elastin, and 
other proteins) – copper is an optimal element to 
improve people’ life.

SCIENTIFICALLY FORMULATED
MicrobiFix® is re-usable, washable, and absorbs and 
holds over 10 times its weight in liquid.

ANTI-ODOR
MicrobiFix® Dish Drying Mats, based on Cupron 
scientifically proven patented technology, infused 
with copper fibers that prevent the growth of 
odor-causing bacteria

CUPRON TECHNOLOGY
MicrobiFix® Dish Drying Mats, based on the 
scientifically proven Cupron® proprietary 
technology that integrates copper into fabrics, 
surfaces, and other polymers with applications for 
everyone from medical professionals to 
consumers.

MICROBIFIX® DRAMATICALLY REDUCES 
ACTERIA AND ODOR BUILDUP

MICROBIFIX® COPPER
DISH DRYING MATS

SO…MEET THE MICROBIFIX® COPPER
DISH DRYING MAT



MICROBIFIX® COPPER
BASED DISH DRYING MATS

Contains 2 units

Odor-resistant

Hi
gh absorbency

104F

Washable Re-usable

LAB DATA

MicrobiFix® percent reduction of bacteria is > 99.9%

THE POWER OF COPPER
Copper is an essential mineral in the human body that has been used for health and wellness 
for thousands of years.

Copper has two key properties that are being exploited in consumer and medical device 
products in the last decade. On the one hand, copper has potent biocidal properties. On the 
other hand, copper is involved in numerous physiological and metabolic processes critical 
for the appropriate functioning of almost all tissues in the human body. Copper plays a key role 
in the synthesis and stabilization of skin proteins, and it also has potent biocidal properties.
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Sizing and Colours Contains 2 units of 40cm X48cm each
Color : Tan

Material
Viscose
Copper
Melting fibers

Machine washable. Do not use fabric 
softener or laundry detergent 
containing silicone compounds.

Care instructions

Product contains copper-do not use 
if you have an allergy to copper.Warning

Store at room temperatureStorage


